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ransformation and change are fundamental aspects of Haida culture that help
teach and reinforce our power of resilience as people. Many of our stories and
histories reflect the great changes we have experienced as humans. These oral
narratives have helped us adapt our behaviors and approach to life, remaining
in balance with our surroundings while still bringing well-being and prosperity
to our people. Over the last year the Haida Nation has experienced significant
changes with the loss of great leaders and the emergence of new leaders. How we
handle ourselves facing our present challenges will become the narratives future
generations will learn from.
Since the mid-1970s, our governance has taken shape much like Haida design.
The formline of our governance, the constitution and Haida Accord give us a strong
outer form that shapes our work while containing our focus and collective energies.
From our humble beginnings as a government formed with volunteers fighting for
a voice in territorial management to a growing organization that practices comanagement of lands and waters, Haida governance is in the midst of another great
transformation. We are working to balance our role as stewards of the territory while
also supporting an economy that provides for Haida citizens and all people of Haida
Gwaii. Now the work of the nation is to continue filling in the fine lines of governance
as we define in greater detail how we want to govern ourselves and others who
access our territory.
Important changes are occurring all around us and can be seen when we take the
time to look. We see changes coming to forest management that will protect more
Monumental cedars. The Haida Gwaii Management Council has a public review
period open now on the annual alloweable cut that will shape the future of forestry
on the Islands. We are continuing on the journey to return colonial place names
and restoring our original Haida names. Our culture continues to thrive through
language revitalization efforts and our cultural leaders are restoring ceremony within
our communities and with coastal neighbors. We continue to learn more about the
activities occurring in our oceans and how to better care for our surrounding waters,
working diligently to improve the management of marine transportation and fisheries
around Haida Gwaii in collaboration with other coastal nations.
Climate change happening worldwide is now noticeably impacting the natural
world due to greenhouse gas emissions and other human behaviors and this is
beginning to have an impact on our way of life. Studies are now warning that Haida
Gwaii will be one of the places most heavily impacted by climate change. Today
we are being led by our youth as they speak up for our shared future and continue
to influence decisions for the better. As a nation, we are working with Old Massett
and Skidegate councils and Island municipalities to achieve energy independence.
Together, we are creating a new Haida Gwaii community energy plan to help reduce
our emissions, get us off diesel power, and increase our self-sufficiency as an Island
nation.
Bringing about transformative change requires continual effort on all fronts. We
carry on our work together with provincial and federal governments, negotiating
the areas we can agree on and litigating where we do not agree. We know that we
already possess Haida title and the ability to move forward in shaping our future
as we see fit. It is up to us to transform ourselves and adapt to the changes we
are facing on a global scale while upholding our inherent responsibilities as Haida
citizens, remaining true to our culture and values. Building on the efforts of those
who came before us, we must continue to transform ourselves into the strong,
confident and capable stewards we were all born to be.
Gaagwiis Jason Alsop
President of the Haida Nation

www.haidanation.ca
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IN MEMORY OF

HEREDITARY CHIEF
Taawga halaa leegaa
May Elizabeth Russ

HEREDITARY CHIEF
Ihldiinii
Alfred W. Davidson

1955.07.09 - 2019.09.14

1941.09.16 - 2019.09.30
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THE NATION’S BUSINESS: 2019 House of Assembly
The annual House of Assembly convened in HlGaagilda Skidegate at the
Naagudgiikyagangs Skidegate Community Hall October 22-25. Each day was wellattended with over 100 Haida citizens casting resolution votes on the final day. Youth
from the local high school made appearances throughout the week, including the 2019
Haida Gwaii Youth Assembly president, Gaagwiis Reece Burton.

P

resident of the Haida Nation Gaagwiis
Jason Alsop started off this year’s
HoA by recognizing the diversity and
dedication of the Council of the Haida
Nation’s elected representatives who
officially took office in January of this
year. The election saw incumbent Vicepresident Ginn wadluu un uula isdaa
ayaagang Trevor Russ voted in for a third
term. Five regional representatives are
new to their positions and the remaining
seven have served in previous years.
While they had only been in office for
ten months, representatives had a lot of
progress to report on.
Citizens elected Gaagwiis late last year
on a platform of Haida unity and he has
made working together a priority in his
term so far. In his opening statement at
the HoA, he acknowledged the work of
Chief Councillors Donald “Duffy” Edgars
and Ganaay William “Billy” Yovanovich.
Their cooperation is leading to success
in energy, health and other community
initiatives.
Gaagwiis also acknowledged the Haida
delegation that travelled to Waglisla
Bella Bella to raise the monumental pole
created by Master Carver Kihlguulaans
Christian White. This important event in
early October honoured the opening of
the Gvákva’áus Haílzaqv House of the
Heiltsuk and stands as a commemoration
of the Treaty of Peace, Respect, and
Responsibility between our allied nations.

may require the nation prove rights and
title in the “postage stamp” style. This
could mean the nation would need to
argue for each individual plot of land and
species, limiting the size and scope of
Haida Title and rights.
The Haida Nation appealed the decision
in October 2018 at the BC Court of Appeal
and in December 2018, BCCA informed
legal counsel that it had dismissed the
appeal.
The BC Supreme Court is not expected
to set a trial date for the Haida Title case
any earlier than fall 2021. In the meantime
CHN has been coordinating litigation and
negotiation by seeking admissions, a legal
term for voluntary acknowledgements,
that certain facts are true. Both BC and
Canada recently came forward with
admissions CHN requested they consider.
Previously BC and Canada:

Haida Title Case

Joining Litigation and Negotiation

On February 22, 2018 the Supreme Court
of BC ruled that the title case will be
heard in two phases. Importantly, the
court agreed that it should hear about title
in phase one and compensation in phase
two. The court also agreed with BC that
it should hear Aboriginal Rights in the
second phase.
The CHN’s concern is that this approach

•
•

•

argued that the CHN’s case did not
represent the Hereditary Chiefs
Council and all Haida citizens
did not recognize that Haida
citizens were the genealogical
descendants of Haida living on the
Islands in 1846
denied that Xaad / Xaayda kil was a
language isolate

Both BC and Canada have since made
admissions to reverse their positions on all
three points.
The CHN established the Negotiations
Support team in April 2019 to help
advance relationships and reconciliation
efforts with the federal and provincial
governments. This team includes
Gidansda Guujaaw, Kilsli Kaji Sting
Miles Richardson Jr, Michael Nicoll
Yahguulanas, and Garry Wouters.
Negotiations support joined the CHN
4

leadership and CHN’s legal counsel to
meet with Canada’s legal team and their
client, Fisheries and Oceans Canada in
August. The parties discussed the details
and preconditions for CHN joining the
Coastal First Nations Fisheries Resource
Reconciliation Agreement (FRRA). One
of Canada’s preconditions was to enter
into an abeyance agreement related to
commercial fishing.

Fisheries Resource Reconciliation
Agreement

Seven nations from the north and central
coast signed the FRRA with Canada
in July of this year. Together they will
work towards collaborative governance
in marine matters, community-based
fisheries, and commercial fishing
opportunities. The CHN started to explore
joining this agreement in May and signed
on alongside the other nations in early
September.
The FRRA does not interfere with the
CHN’s ability to address other noncommercial fishing rights, compensation
for past losses, or Aboriginal Title. The
abeyance agreement expires in September
2020 and either party may terminate the
agreement with a month’s notice.
Any final agreement will require
continued support from the Hereditary
Chiefs Council, Haida fishers, and Haida
citizens. The CHN is hosting meetings
for Haida citizens to learn more, ask
questions, and provide direction on this
agreement. Sessions will take place in
Gaw Tlagee Old Massett, HlGaagilda
Skidegate, Kxeen Prince Rupert, and
T’agwan Vancouver until March 2020.

Reconciliation with Canada

Canada fulfilled preconditions for reentering negotiations by working with
the CHN to close bottom contact fishing
at SGaan Kinghlas Bowie Seamount
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Marine Protected Area and to define the
Archipelago Management Board’s role in
fisheries management in Gwaii Haanas.
Priorities for negotiation with Canada
include:
•
•
•
•
•

How Haida law and jurisdiction
will be built into decision-making
processes
Fostering a sustainable Islands
economy
Implementing an environmental
action plan
Establishing an Islands wellness
network
Consolidating management of
Haida Heritage Sites

CHN will seek to align with Coastal
First Nations (CFN) as they negotiate
forestry, carbon offsets, shellfish
aquaculture, climate action, and data
collection and connectivity.
To support negotiations financially,
CHN has re-engaged the BC Treaty
Commission program, which now has
a reconciliation mandate. This means
funding is now a ‘contribution’ and no
longer considered a loan. The federal
government provided funding to support
negotiations to BCTC, which ‘cleared
out’ all previous loans on the books. The
CHN is in the beginning of reconciliation
negotiations and is not engaged in any
treaty negotiations.

Shipping

Another agreement that CHN signed
with Canada, along with 13 other coastal
nations, was ratified in June 2018. The
Haida Nation is working with partners
on marine shipping, safety, and oceans
protection through the Reconciliation
Framework Agreement for Bioregional
Ocean Management and Protection (RFA).
As part of this initiative, the nation
is installing an Enhanced Maritime
Situational Awareness System (EMSA
System). This system will allow CHN and
citizens to monitor vessel traffic in realtime, improving overall marine safety and
response times in cases of emergencies.
CHN is also working through the
agreement to establish a minimum
transiting distance of 50 to 100 nautical
miles away from the West Coast for large
vessels.

Reconciliation with BC

Through the Kunst’aa Guu – Kunst’aayah
Reconciliation Protocol (2009), Haida
Gwaii Management Council, Solutions
Table, and the Letter of Understanding
signed in August 2018, the CHN continues
to work with provincial partners. The four
members of the provincial reconciliation
table are working through the Letter
of Understanding to agree on: how to
make joint decisions; how to manage
Haida Heritage Sites; how staff from
SHN and the Province of BC can work
closer together; as well as a number of
other important initiatives to advance
reconciliation. Members of the BC
Reconciliation Table include: Gaagwiis
Jason Alsop, Ginn wadluu un uula isdaa
ayaagang Trevor Russ, District Manager
Leonard Munt, and Chief Negotiator
Heinz Dyck.

Solutions Table

Staff turnover at the Solutions Table led
to a backlog of requests throughout 2019.
CHN has recently recruited a member and
this newfound capacity at the table has
gotten applications moving again. CHN
is still looking to fill its second seat at the
table. Delays have led to conversations
between CHN and the province about how
to improve efficiency.

Resolutions

Of the 107 resolutions passed between
2015-2018, CHN has completed 30 and
is making progress on 77. On the last day
of the 2019 HoA, citizens discussed 26
potential resolutions and passed nine.
Haida citizens have entrusted the CHN
with stories, histories, maps, names, and
language. Many of these intellectual
treasures have come through work on
Haida Title. By passing 2019-09 Access
to Information, Haida citizens directed
CHN to develop policies that will ensure
this knowledge is held safe and may be
accessed through appropriate practices and
processes.
In 2019-13 Disclosure Requirements for
Officials Haida citizens directed CHN to
create a conflict of interest policy for all
boards and committees. This policy will
require members to refrain from any real
or perceived conflicts of interest and the
resolution directs the nation to develop a
disclosure document for all staff, elected
5

representatives, and Hereditary Chiefs.
Current Traditional Heritage Feature
Identification practices recognize village
sites as a single point on maps. In reality,
archeological sites may appear in any
variety of sizes and shapes. Resolution
2019-20 directs CHN to place more
comprehensive buffers around village
sites until archeologists investigate and
determine the full extent of historic
features.
Over the years, fisheries
mismanagement and overharvesting
has caused widespread declines of
salmon populations. Today climate
change exacerbates population declines
worldwide. Resolution 2019-21 directs
CHN to complete carrying capacity
studies for sport fishing throughout Haida
territories. This will determine appropriate
limits for sport fishing.
As tourism grows, ensuring guests
receive accurate information about Haida
Title, history, culture, and village sites
is becoming more important than ever.
Additionally, citizens have made it clear
they want to see more Haida employed
in tourism. Through resolution 201925, the HoA directed CHN to work with
companies to ensure more Haida guides
and cultural ambassadors are employed in
tourism.
Lastly the House moved unanimously
to pass 2019-26 Accessible Buildings to
ensure CHN buildings are fully accessible
for all. With this final piece of business
completed, Haida citizens prayed, sang,
and adjourned the HoA until next year.

2019 HoA Chairs:

Haawa/haw’aa to the attentive
Chairs nominated by the floor on
Day 1. These three citizens helped
to keep the House on track and
on task!
Guudee gud dlaaya
Vince Collison
GidadGuudsliiyas
Kim Goetzinger
K’alaagaa Jaad
Tarah Samuels
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One Nation, 14 Representatives
December marks one full year for the current elected
council. Elected representatives work hard to serve
their communities and provide a local voice for
regional issues. Full council meets monthly to share
updates, ideas, and advance the mandate of the
Haida Nation. The current council consists of:

Kxeen Prince Rupert
Guun’aay David Parnell
Kaakuns Pansy Collison

T’agwaan Vancouver

Gaw Tlagee Old Massett

Jutkenjus Laverne Hamilton

Kaad Giidee Robert Bennett
Stephen “Buck” Grosse
Alfred Setso
Vice-president: Ginn wadluu un uula isdaa ayaagang
Trevor Russ

The CHN recognizes the representatives who have
resigned this term. Haawa for many years of service,
Huux Percy Crosby and Lawrence Jones. T’agwan
representative, K’alaagaa Jaad Tarah Samuels, has
also recently stepped back from her elected position
and returned home to Gaw Tlagee. We wish you all
the best with your future endeavours.

HlGaagilda Skidegate
Kii’iljuus Barbara Wilson
Kung Xangajii Shawn Cowpar
GidadGuudsliiyas Kim Goetzinger
Xyallaga Daaguuyah Desi Collinson
President: Gaagwiis Jason Alsop
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Participants elected a Youth Council on Thursday September 26. This year’s council includes (L-R):
President Gaagwiis Reese Burton, Vice-president Zoe Collinson, James Wilson, Liam Pollard, Daatsii Cenita Sankey,
Daniel Williams, Lula Issa, Chayla Williams, Sita Sly-Hooton, Joshua David Towe, Freeman Bell and Cameron Holland.

Skilay’s Legacy: Haida Gwaii Youth Assembly 2019
Rhonda Lee McIsaac

From the first participant application
to the last video posted on social media,
almost 100 young Island citizens have
rejuvenated the power of youth leadership,
the strength of community, and the
unity that comes with building positive
relationships. The sixth Haida Gwaii
Youth Assembly gathered in HlGaagilda
Skidegate September 26 to 28 after a
year’s hiatus. The youth are recognized as
leaders on Haida Gwaii, and for three days
and three nights, HGYA is home.
Skilay Ernie Collison initiated the first
youth assembly in 1993. He recognized
the value of youth and their leadership
development. Former president, kil tlaats
‘gaa Peter Lantin reinvigorated the HGYA
in 2013.
At the all-Islands event, youth join
teams and compete in a series of
challenges. Members of internal and
partnering organizations support the
teams and provide information and
experiences that teach about Islands
governance. This year participants chose
from teams: Communications, Forestry,
Oceans, HaiCo, Gwaii Haanas, Fisheries,
Finance and Admin, Policy, Rediscovery,
and Media. As always, Team Media
photographed and filmed the event as noncompetitors.

Newly elected CHN representative
Xyallaga Daaguuyah Desi Collinson,
former Skidegate Youth Council President
and current Recreation Coordinator at
Naa Gaagudgiikyagangs George Brown
Recreation Hall encouraged each team.
“Be a really solid community member and
we can all achieve so much together,” he
advised the youth in attendance.
As pillars to the nation and Island
communities, K’aay.yas Elders also
attended to share their knowledge and
enjoy themselves. K’aay.yas language
and culture advisors included Dr.
SGaanajaadsk’yaagaxiigangs Kathleen
“Golie” Hans, Guulang Xuhlwaay
Leona Clow, Kaakuns Pansy Collison,
Iljuu xiilaay Isabel Brillon, Jiixa Gladys
Vandal, Gid.guu Kan.hlan.Kii.ngang
Gordon Mills, and K’uuk Sk’uujuwaas
Darlene White. Participants sought their
wise counsel and advice to support more
Haida language and historical knowledge
at the youth assembly.
Cree national speaker and facilitator,
Kil Ulong Stan Wesley, inspired youth
throughout the three-day event with
his cheerful motivation and keen spirit.
He was part of a team of facilitators
dedicated to Skilay’s memory. This year
Team Skilay included Gya awhlans Roy
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Collison, Gaadguus Erika Yahgujaanas,
Jaad Gudgihljiwah Michaela McGuire,
Hiilang.nga Jaad Seraphine Pryce,
SGaan Kwah.agang James McGuire,
Kuuk’ Iiwaans Kiefer Collison, and Eddy
Russ. While Team Skilay are invited to
guide and lead activities, each year the
true leadership comes from the youth.
Teams are issued “challenges”
throughout the event. These minicompetitions become a big part of the
HGYA and this year there were more
tasks with tighter timelines. At first, the
challenges can feel like herding cats, but
once each team and their leaders find
their groove, the excitement becomes
contagious as participants buzz around
the hall and town. Challenges this year
included a group photoshoot, raffle ticket
sales, and creating and performing a skit
of a Haida Gwaii Superhero!
The third and final day started with a
full morning of meetings and resolutions.
Each year, the teams gather in a House
of Assembly setting – the format and
purpose mirrors the CHN’s Annual HoA.
Youth gathered in teams and submitted
resolutions related to logging, on-Islands
transportation, and direction to see more
young voices included in governance and
communications.
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Wrapping up the final day’s events
were the awards and naming of honorary
Team Skilay members. Youth Team Skilay
members identified as unique leaders
were: Jacey Pollard, Ezra Bowey, Jordyn
Sankey, Raquel Lavoie, Gid Kuuyas
Collison-Robertson, Niccola Marsden,
Daniel Williams, Trey Rorick, Maggie
Borrowman, and Kristina Russ for their
outstanding contributions to the 2019
Haida Gwaii Youth Assembly.
All of the contributions from CHN
and the young citizens made the
HGYA another great success with new
friendships, skills, and Islands-wide
connections.

Photo: Council of the Haida Nation/Rhonda Lee McIsaac

HGYA Continued

Team Skilay: Clockwise from left: Gya awhlans, Gaaduus, Hiilang.nga Jaad, Jaad Gudgihljuwah,
SGaan Kwah.agang, Kuuk’ Iiwaans and Eddy Russ.

Haawa to the Haida Gwaii Youth Assembly Committee, staff, and community members who
contributed to the growth of this event this year!
HGYA Committee: Jutkenjus Laverne Hamilton, Kaakuns Pansy Collison, Kii’iljuus Barbara Wilson,
Xyallaga Daaguuyah Desi Collinson, and K’alaagaa Jaad Tarah Samuels.
CHN staff team: Carlisa Russ, Kimberly Robinson, Eve Hansen, Tiffany Edinger and HGYA
coordinator Kristina Russ.

TEAM COMMUNICATIONS WINS!

Youth leadership and skills development was what won Team Communications the 2019 HGYA award.
Team Skilay evaluates each team on participation, challenges, and other leadership qualities and
announces the winner at the end of the 3-day event. Team Communications was honoured with this
designation and a cash prize. Kudos to: Xiila Guujaaw, Lotta Koenig, Lumina Camire, Lilli Koenig,
Amanda Waldorf, Devan Boyko, Jayden Brown, Bradley Frank, Daniel Williams and Team Leaders
Ileah Mattice and Rhonda Lee McIsaac.
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Climate Change Calls for Bold Leadership
Photo: Kris Krug

On October 25, 2019 Haida
youth Haana Edenshaw was among
thousands in a climate strike and
she joined 14 other youth activists
in filing a lawsuit against the federal
government for their lack of action
on climate change. She was one of
the young speakers who shared her
reasons for taking this legal action
and she spoke powerfully about her
concerns for Haida culture and the
planet as a whole. Here is an exceprt
from Haana’s speech delivered to
thousands of supporters gathered at
the Vancouver Art Gallery on this
historic day.
“My elders have told me stories
about our rivers being full of
salmon but for most of my life,
these rivers have been empty. The
yellow cedar trees, central to much
of our culture, are dying. The loss
of cedar bark means that there
will be fewer people weaving with
the bark and fewer teachers to
pass that knowledge on to the next
generation.
I am a plaintiff in this lawsuit
because if nothing changes soon,
my siblings will never feel cultural

security, and will have to wonder
if ours is the last generation to
be able to access our lands and
waters for cultural needs. I am
fighting to protect my family, culture
and beliefs. My right to life, liberty
and security of the person are
being violated by climate change
impacts that I’m experiencing and
will continue to experience if the
[federal] government continues to
contribute to climate change. If we
do not act now, my peoples’ entire
way of life is at risk.”
QUESTION & ANSWER WITH
HAANA
How did you get involved in this
lawsuit?
I’ve been passionate about climate
activism since I was very young
and have grown up knowing the
importance of protecting our lands
and waters, so when I heard about this
lawsuit, I immediately felt like it was
the perfect chance for me to make
change. In my 16 years, I have been
personally affected by climate change,
for example the loss of food and
cultural security we are experiencing
due to climate change. This lawsuit
9

was important for me because I cannot
vote in Canadian elections and so can’t
have my voice heard in that way, I am
forced to seek protection from courts.
Why do you think it is important?
It is important because if we do not
get back on track and listen to science,
climate catastrophe is very, very near.
I am worried and scared for my future,
and I see our future being sold by
those in power every single day. For
decades, the federal government has
known that climate change and fossil
fuels threaten the life and personal
security of children, but it continues to
take actions that harm our generation
and those to come. Future generations
deserve a livable world and I feel it
is important to do whatever I can to
ensure a sustainable future for all. We
need to put an end to the systematic
actions that are contributing to climate
change.
What were some highlights from the
action on October 25?
The entire event was so incredible!
Some highlights from the event were
hearing Severn and David Suzuki
speaking, as well as Greta Thunberg,
she is such an inspiration and it
was amazing to see her in person.
Another thing was meeting all of my
co-plaintiffs, they are all so amazing.
There are 15 of us total, between ten
and eighteen years old, and it felt
amazing to meet all of these people
who are so passionate about climate
action and whose lives have been so
affected by climate change.
What happens next?
Currently we’re waiting for the
government of Canada to respond and
what we do next is based on how they
respond. If we win the case, we want
to see Canada create and implement a
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“We are privileged to live on such beautiful Islands and with
that privilege comes the responsibility to take care of our
lands as our ancestors have since time immemorial.”
science-based climate recovery plan.
Canada is aware of climate change
and its impacts on ecosystems and
all species, including humans. They
continue to subsidize fossil fuels and
put at risk resources that we all depend
on, such as the clean air, oceans and
shorelines, and forests.
What advice do you have for youth who
want to get involved?
I know climate change can make you
feel hopeless or worried or scared
and it’s frustrating to see such a lack
of action from political leaders and
corporations, but just remember there
are so many people out there who
are passionate about climate activism
and there are so many ways to get
involved. Make sure you are very well
informed on the issue, look to people

and organizations already working
with things you are passionate about.
Make sure whatever activism you do
is both something that is needed and
you are passionate about. Don’t be
afraid to question things that seem
to be wrong and hold politicians to
their promises. Be aware of your
consumption and waste and help to
build a community of action on Haida
Gwaii.

Islands and with that privilege comes
the responsibility to take care of our
lands as our ancestors have since time
immemorial. Haida Gwaii is such an
inspiration to communities all over
the world, and with the climate crisis
comes the opportunity to be a leader in
sustainable development and climate
recovery. Future generations deserve
these lands and nobody has a right to
take that away.

What is our responsibility or
opportunity to take action on Haida
Gwaii?
I know that there are so many people
passionate about climate change and
organizations trying to implement
clean energy and facilitate stewardship
and protection of the land. We are
privileged to live on such beautiful

Acknowledgements:
This article was produced with the
support of K’iijuuhlaas Nathaniel
White. Haw’aa / haawa to all of
the youth who are stepping into
leadership and charting a new path
for all.
Photo: Robin Loznak

Youth co-plaintiffs taking bold leadership and calling for climate action.
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Inspiring Relationships Bring Repatriation
Rhonda Lee McIsaac

G

lossy tiles and colourful images are
artfully arranged in montages in a
way that consumes you as you enter the
gallery. Over 1,300 Haida cultural objects
from all over the world are depicted in
the Yahguudangang - To Pay Respect:
The Repatriation Journey of the Haida
Nation exhibition, on now at Saahlinda
Naay Haida Gwaii Museum. Curated by
the Haida Repatriation Committee and
museum staff, the exhibit traces the history
of the Haida Nation’s long and successful
journey in repatriation. It celebrates the
work of the Haida Repatriation Committee
and community members who research,
negotiate, and collaborate to bring home
ancestral remains and cultural treasures
from museums around the world.
The sounds of drums and voices singing
overhead is haunting and play with your
ears and heart, especially combined with
endless columns of photos on the walls
as you enter the exhibition. Like the
treasures that left the Islands, Haida songs
and oral histories were supressed, nearly

lost from voices silenced by smallpox
and other foreign diseases, residential
schools, church day schools and Canada’s
Indian Act, which at one point included
the Potlatch Ban. All of these experiences
wrap you up in an uncomfortable blanket
of colonialism and oppression, but the
silver lining is that repatriation can bring
healing and forge at least one path towards
reconciliation.
The inspiration for the show came
just as the Haida Nation was becoming
embroiled in a new wave of repatriation

work. “It was summer 2018, we knew we
were near finished repatriating all known
Ancestors held in museums, we knew
some poles and other materials would be
coming home, and, we were in the midst
of creating the Indigenous Repatriation
Handbook,” says Jisgang Nika Collison,
Executive Director of Saahlinda Naay.
So when a big art exhibition scheduled
for 2019 was cancelled, inspiration for
the Yahguudangang show came to her
immediately.
“We have to tile the walls,” Jisgang

The Potlatch Ban was in effect from 1885 to 1951. This Canadian
legislation forbid the practice of the potlatch, under the Indian Act.
Prohibiting Indigenous legal systems, such as the potlatch, was part
of the policy of assimilation that resulted in cultural items being
stolen, sold under duress, and confiscated. Many of these items
ended up in mainstream museums, in private collections, and/or
were destroyed and lost to Indigenous peoples.
11
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Repatriation Continued

exclaimed as a vision of the show popped
into her mind. It seemed to her that the
Ancestors were calling for this show to be
born. Haida researcher Giida Kuujuus
Walker Brown was commissioned to
research and provide a short-list of
3,000 images of Haida treasures held in
museums worldwide. From there, and
with some research of her own, museum
employee Weegit Jaad Cherie Wilson
selected, organized, and printed 1,300 tiles
of Haida art. Jisgang goes on to describe
that, “along with our cultural treasures, we
printed over two-hundred images that pay
respect to our Ancestors and document the
Repatriation Committee’s work over the
decades.”
Jisgang continues to explain the exhibit
in great detail and with important history.
“Also on display are re-creations of
cultural treasures and pieces in Saahlinda
Naay’s collection selected to show the
different ways in which our cultural
diaspora comes home.” A Xaayda gulGa
xil tobacco plant is also on display as
a unique example of repatriation. The
Xaayda gulGa xil was grown with seeds
sourced from the closest cousin of the
Haida tobacco plant, a new generation has

Like the new Haida tobacco being
grown today, the original Haida
tobacco plant also came from
elsewhere. Grown on Haida Gwaii over
generations, it eventually became
a strain of tobacco unique to these
Islands.
been started here on Haida Gwaii over the
past several years.
Years of research produced images of
many utilitarian, social, and ceremonial
items. There are also photos of works
made for trade with Europeans—many of
them not necessarily executed in classical
Haida form. Instead, many were created
in a stylized realism like some pipes and
hlGaa hlGahl s’aagas kayhla argillite
dishes are also included in the exhibition.
“These are so incredible, very avant
garde art for its day,” she says excitedly
looking at the argillite images. This style
of art, she notes, “is a valid contribution
to Haida art, it shows the brilliance and
adaptation of our artists in a changing
world.” What excites her is that having

Thinking of the many Haida belongings housed in
museums around the world and in private collections
might sound upsetting, but as Jisgang states, “The
Elders reminded us these objects are not forgotten, but
are acting as ambassadors to the world.”
access to these pieces is valuable for
documentation of the times and helps to
inspire the repertoire of current artists like
Kuuhlanuu William “Billy” Yovanovich
Jr. and Jaalen Edenshaw who work in
classical form but are also experimenting
in these other styles.
Replicating ancient Haida art comes
from having the time, energy and money
to travel and study Haida treasures held in
museums all over the world.
“There are over 12,000 Haida works
held in museums around the world. We’re
not going to bring everything back,”
states Jisgang, listing limited storage and
exhibit space as practical reasons. In past
consultations, Elders and other community
members noted the pieces that do not
come home provide important access for
Haida citizens living abroad. “Community
consultations back in the day had Elders
and others telling us to bring home the
‘the best of the best examples’ of the full
spectrum of our material culture.” These
are invaluable pieces to reconnect with,
learn from, study, replicate, and can lead
to the creation of new, original works, she
says.
Thinking of the many Haida belongings
housed in museums around the world
and in private collections might sound
upsetting, but as Jisgang states, “The
Elders reminded us these objects are not
forgotten, but are acting as ambassadors to
the world.”
The beauty of Haida cultural objects
are plain to see on these tiles. The
minute details of spruce root and cedar
weaving are interspersed throughout the
photo exhibition. The tension of the fine
weaving is expertly even and firm. It is
beautiful and when wet, it is waterproof
and protective making it an astoundingly
practical art. The vivid formline painted
on the woven hats’ surfaces shows the
mastery of lines and spacing.
Weaving or design styles often identify
the origin of items made for trade or
12

social purpose. Not all pieces are so
easily identified though, and often Haida
experts and practitioners like Ilskyalas
Delores Churchill, Xiihliikingang April
Churchill, Kaajuuhl Evelyn Vanderhoop
and Sgang Gwaay Dolly Garza are called
in to assist in verification of items. “These
are our scholars. The work they do and the
knowledge they hold is immeasurable,”
Jisgang says.
Repatriation has to come with new
relationships with curators, artists,
communities, and leaders looking to bring
home their people and cultural treasures.
This is the key ingredient to the Haida
Nation’s success in repatriation. “We’re
mandated by our Nation to approach
repatriation with the goal of mutual
respect, cooperation and trust. It has been
almost 30 years of relationship building,
getting through the doors, getting our
Ancestors back, and creating healing
relationships with colleagues in museums
and beyond,” says Jisgang.
While some museums are ready
for repatriation negotiations and
consultations, others are not, notes
Jisgang. The complex work is, “hard at
times, and very emotional for everyone
involved, but repatriation needs to
happen,” she explains. This is based on
her years of experience working with
the Haida Repatriation Committee and
consulting Haida artists and researchers,
the Hereditary Chiefs Council, CHN’s
Culture and Language Committee and the
community in general.
“We can’t do repatriation any other
way. Yes, it’s very expensive and time
consuming,” she admits that it has taken a
lot of time and energy but is quick to note
that it is well worth it on all sides when
the work is said and done.
Saahlinda Naay has given friendly and
fair notice to a few museums that the
Haida intend to bring more items home.
The people are willing to do the ongoing
work but funding is a challenge. “There
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Haida experts and practitioners
like Ilskyalas Delores Churchill,
Xiihliikingang April Churchill,
Kaajuuhl Evelyn Vanderhoop
and Sgang Gwaay Dolly
Garza are called in to assist in
verification of items. “These are
our scholars. The work they do
and the knowledge they hold is
immeasurable,” Jisgang says.
has to be greater financial resources put
into the repatriation process by Canada’s
federal and provincial governments,”
Jisgang notes.
The Indigenous Repatriation Handbook
was published earlier this year by
the Royal BC Museum to empower
Indigenous peoples and museums to begin
the work of returning ancestral remains
and cultural objects. This reference book
is a result of the RBCM Symposium in
2017 that identified repatriation resources
as a real need. It is only a beginning and
Jisgang looks forward to learning from
others who engage in the repatriation
process.
In summary, Jisgang says, “Bringing
home Haida treasures has been a lifelong
journey full of relationship building,
diplomatic and frank discussions,
moments of education, years of
scholarship, heartfelt research and
healing. This journey will keep growing
as the Haida Repatriation Committee
continues to bring home our Ancestors and
treasures through research, consultations,
negotiations, and the ongoing acts of
reconciliation between nations and
people.”
To further relationships and advocate
for the Indigenous repatriation movement,
the Yahguudangang exhibition will also
continue its journey and will show at the
Bill Reid Gallery of Northwest Coast Art
in 2020.
Note: “Yahguudangang” is the name of
the Haida repatriation movement, given by
the Hereditary Leaders and Elders many
years ago. The spelling of the word has
changed in Skidegate dialect and is spelled
“yahguudang.gang.”

Did you know that local residents of Haida Gwaii can
visit any local museum for free until March 31st, 2020?
Courtesy of the Gwaii Trust Society, all local residents of Haida Gwaii can
visit on Islands museums, free of charge! This initiative marks the 25th year
of the Gwaii Trust and runs through to March 31, 2020. Free admission
is granted with valid government-issued ID showing a local address at
Saahlinda Naay, the museum in Port Clements and the Dixon Entrance
Maritime Museum in Masset (the maritime museum is only available for
special bookings in the winter).
HAIDA GWAII MUSEUM & HAIDA HERITAGE CENTRE AT KAY
LLNAGAAY
Winter hours: Tuesday – Saturday | 9:30am – 5:00pm
Second Beach Road, Skidegate
Museum 250.559.4643 | Haida Heritage Centre 250.559.7885
haidagwaiimuseum.ca | haidaheritagecentre.com
PORT CLEMENTS MUSEUM
Winter hours: Saturday and Sunday | 2:00pm – 4:00 pm
45 Bayview Drive, Port Clements
250.557.4576
portclementsmuseum.ca
DIXON ENTRANCE MARITIME MUSEUM
Closed for the season, this museum re-opens in May
2172 Harrison, Masset
250.626.6066
massetbc.com/visitors/maritime-museum/

This article includes select words in Xaayda kil. The vocabulary chart on pages 26-27 includes translations in Xaad kil.
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Enormous blue, red, and black formline covers the massive cedar face of the Gvákva’áus Haíłzaqv
House of the Heiltsuk in Waglisla Bella Bella. The 15,766 square-foot building was the site for song,
dance, and legal proceedings from October 13-17, 2019. It took many hands and countless hours to
paint the Heiltsuk Nation crests that brought the two nations together for five days of celebrations.
Photo: Haida Laas/Rhonda Lee McIsaac
Photo: Gaawee Jaad Serena Smith

This page, clockwise from top: Heiltsuk crests Raven, Eagle, Killer Whale,
Wolf, Grizzly Bear, and Human Face. Four other crests representing
the Hamatsa are also represented in the design: Hamatsa Raven,
Crooked Beak, Huhuxv, and Grizzly Bear of the Door • The gyaa’ang
cedar monument gifted to the Haíłzaqv stands to honour the ongoing
Peace Treaty made between the two nations • Haida Hereditary leaders
and delegates receive a painted whale bone from the Haíłzaqv. The
relationship will withstand all strong winds of weather and of change
just like the Heiltsuk and Haida Nations.
Photo: Haida Laas/Rhonda Lee McIsaac
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Photo: Haida Laas/Rhonda Lee McIsaac

Photo: Haida Laas/Graham Richard

Potlatches have been bringing families and friends together for
millennia to practice law and strengthen centuries-old relationships. The
gyaa’ang symbolizes the Treaty of Peace, Respect, and Responsibility,
and strengthens political and social ties between the nations.

Photo: Haida Laas/Graham Richard

Photo: Haida Laas/Rhonda Lee McIsaac

Photo: Haida Laas/Graham Richard

Photo: Haida Laas/Graham Richard
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This page, clockwise from top left: Kaanii
Candace Weir-White and her family stand
beside the gyaa’ang with k’id ‘leegaa
‘aayaagaa Master carver Kilthguulans
• Deena Arens and Isabel help to bless the
gyaa’ang • Haida families gathered proudly
in their regalia, representing and celebrating
at Waglisla • Crystal Robinson and daughter
Shawnae adourned ready to witness the
songs and ceremonies in the Gvákva’áus
Haíłzaqv • Kilthguulans taking a moment to
visit with Haíłzaqv leader Harvey Humchitt
• Haíłzaqv Hereditary Leaders stand by the
gyaa’ang after their eagle down blessing
outside Gvákva’áus Haíłzaqv
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Iitl’ kuniisii itl’ ga tlaayd.ga (Xaad kil)
Id Kuuniisii id gii tllGad dal (Xaayda kil)
With the help of Our Ancestors

Graham Richard

At the 2016 House of Assembly,
Haida citizens voted unanimously
to “begin the process of correcting
Haida Gwaii’s colonial place names
by officially replacing them with their
ancestral names.” Place names deepen
the understanding and connection to
Haida ancestors and Haida Gwaii lands
and waters. Official and international
recognition of ancestral place names
will honour our kuuniisii ancestors who
triumphed over adversity to keep the
Haida language alive and empower pride
that is carried in the current generation.
For years the language community has
worked tirelessly to recall, research, and
record as many Haida place names as
possible. Decades of work have resulted
in a rich database, bringing new life to this
knowledge today. The Haida Title case
played a key role in guiding this work.
To start enacting this resolution,
CHN introduced representatives of
BC’s Heritage Branch to Haida Gwaii
this June. During their visit, the two
provincial guests spoke with Haida
language authorities, speakers, champions,
and learners. They also met with Haida
representatives, Village Councils, and
neighbouring municipal, provincial,
and federal partners. The province’s
toponymist, an official who studies and
manages place names, outlined the course
toward Haida place name restoration.
Haida language teachers and champions
began to reconvene in early September.
Soon after CHN arranged to meet with
Haida language authorities in both
HlGaagilda Skidegate and Gaw Tlagee
Old Massett. The language community
determined which names they wished to
restore first at these meetings. This is just
the first step in a long-term process.

To start the Haida language community
has selected a total of twelve places to
give back names:

Kunxana – Mount Poole
Canada’s Hydrographic Service renamed
this in 1945.

T’aalan Stl’ang - Lepas Bay
Geologist and surveyor George M Dawson
renamed this in 1878.

GaysiiGas K’iidsii – Burnaby Strait
Francis Poole renamed this in 1862 after
his business associate Robert Burnaby: an
MLA, Freemason, and owner of the Queen
Charlotte Company.

Íits’aaw - Mission Hill
Hydrographers aboard 4-gun screw sloop
HMS Egeria renamed this in 1907.
Taaw - Tow Hill
George M Dawson combined the Haida
“Taaw” with the English “Hill” in 1878.
Dal Kaahlii - Delkatla Inlet
Provincial records show Dominion
Charts, maps created using the Dominion
Land Survey method, adopted the name
“Delkatla Inlet” by 1908.
Dal Kún - Harrison Point
Captain FC Learmouth changed this name
in 1907 in honour of Reverend Charles
Harrison.
Juus Káahlii - Juskatla Inlet
George M Dawson adopted this name
from Gaw Tlagee Xaad Kil in 1878. This
name will be updated to reflect the Haida
orthography.

K’iid Xyangs K’iidaay – Dolomite/
Burnaby Narrows
Francis Poole assigned this place name in
1862 after his business associate Robert
Burnaby.
Gid Gwaa GyaaGa GawGa – Poole Inlet
H.D. Parizeau’s work with Canada’s
Hydrographic Service introduced this
place name in 1935.
Sk’yaaw GawGa – Francis Bay
Canada’s Hydrographic Service renamed
in 1962.
Sk’yaaw Kun – Poole Point
Canada’s Hydrographic Service records
refer to “Poole Point” starting in 1945.

Haida Language Funding

The Council of the Haida Nation commends all Xaayda kil / Xaad kil mentors, learners,
and programs that continue to breathe life into our precious language. We honour your
commitment and dedication and have been working to infuse Xaayda kil / Xaad kil in our
work here with the nation.
In 2012, the CHN received direction through House of Assembly Resolutions to provide
financial support to on-Island language programs. In order to fulfill this resolution, the
nation has contributed $75,000 to Xaad Kil Nee and $75,000 to SHIP. This total of $150,000 in
funding will uplift local Haida language programs and learners with a focus on supporting
fluent speakers in Gaw Tlagee and HlGaagilda Llnagaay!
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Tlaga Gaawtlaas
Graham Richard

In March 2016, BCTS went against the Haida position at the Solutions Table to preserve Tlaga
Gaawtlaas, and approved two logging cutblocks referred to as DEL007 and NAI001. BCTS issued
permits to log in the Tlaga Gaawtlaas region knowing that the Haida Nation did not agree to the
cutblocks because it is within a proposed community forest, it contains Haida Cultural Features, and
because logging the area would contribute to continued overharvesting of precious cedar trees.

T

s’uu red cedar returned to the Islands
thousands of years ago and became
the ‘tree of life’ on Haida Gwaii. Oral
narratives describe how supernaturals
showed iitl’ kuuniisii our ancestors how
to build the first nee cedar house and
tluuwee canoes. Iitl’ kuuniisii carved and
raised the first gyaa’ang cedar monument
on the shores of Gaw Kaahlii, well within
range of a village now called Tlaga
Gaawtlaas New Town.
As a vibrant and rich area on the Islands,
it is teeming with cultural treasures and
history. In the forests surrounding Tlaga
Gaawtlaas, iitl’ kuuniisii carved tluuwee
and gyaa’ang, crafted planks for grand
longhouses, and harvested delicate bark
strips for weaving. All of these “cultural
features” recorded in ts’uu throughout the
region are reminders of Haida diligence,
skill, and sovereignty.
Throughout thousands of years this area
has continued to provide. In 1969 Guud
San Glans Robert Davidson and a team
respectfully harvested a monumental
cedar at Tlaga Gaawtlaas. K’id ‘leegaa
‘aayaagaa Master carver Guud San Glans
then fashioned it into gyaa’ang – the first
raised in Haida Gwaii in over 100 years.
This act was part of an intergenerational
effort to continue and regain authority in
managing Haida territories.
Today, there are a number of
management agreements, protocols,
and decision-making bodies that help to
steward the lands and waters. Through the
Solutions Table, the Haida Nation and the
province come together to share land-use
decisions. The case of Tlaga Gaawtlaas
is a complex issue of non-consensus at
the Solutions Table, which has reached
boardrooms, courtrooms, and negotiation
tables in recent months.

“DEL007” and “NAI001” overlap
sections of the “Bluejacket”
archaeological area. This is
adjacent to the Haida village of
Tlaga Gaawtlaas New Town.
Community Forests
In 2010, BC sent a letter to Misty
Islands Economic Development Society
to propose a Community Forest. These
“forests” would be set aside to benefit
local communities, and one of the areas
identified is close to Tlaga Gaawtlaas.
Nearby communities could easily access
these areas and would enjoy the greatest
benefits from them.
In March 2017, the province
of BC amended the Forest Act to
enable Community Forests to work
in “partnership” with BCTS. Most
Community Forests can sell timber to
any willing buyer, but in this case, Haida
Gwaii’s communities would be required to
work with and share 50% of net revenues
with BCTS.
Even with the Council of the Haida
Nation’s disagreement at the Solutions
Table, and despite clear opposition from
the very communities that Community
Forests were meant to benefit, BCTS
posted licenses for sales in 2017. Village
Councils, municipalities, and electoral
areas came together to send their written
concerns to Minister of Forests, Lands,
Natural Resource Operations and Rural
Development Doug Donaldson, asking
that BCTS withdraw the sales. They called
for a fair, locally-approved Community
Forest Agreement in November 2017.
Soon after, BCTS sold Community Forests
in the Tlaga Gaawtlaas area, along with
additional Community Forests.
17

Drawing a line at Tlaga Gaawtlaas
The cutblocks remained untouched
until earlier this year when the licensee,
O’Brien and Fuerst Logging Ltd., started
to plan logging. Because it is so close to
northern communities, and being within
the proposed Community Forest, Islands
citizens drew a line. On September 16,
2019 Haida and Islands citizens organized
and blocked access, declaring that there
would be no logging activity at Tlaga
Gaawtlaas.
On September 23, the licensees sought
an injunction, which was served the
following day. Some of those named in the
injunction appeared before the Supreme
Court of BC on October 4. The next week,
the Supreme Court of BC ruled in favour
of O’Brien and Fuerst and upheld the
injunction.
Request for a Stop Work Order
Alongside these actions, CHN
responded to the imminent threat to
cultural features within the proposed
logging areas. The CHN sent technical
crews to survey near Tlaga Gaawtlaas
again to further document cultural
features within the proposed cutblocks
and requested a Stop Work Order from the
BC Archaeology Branch on October 3,
referencing the significant cultural features
in this area.

Registered cultural features,
archaeological sites, an ancient
trail, and an oral history site
documenting the first gyaa’ang
raised on Haida Gwaii are all
within and immediately around
these areas permitted to log.
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Tlaga Gaawtlaas Continued

In a letter issued on October 10, the
Archeology Branch notified the CHN that
they had previously corrected mapping
errors without notifying the Haida Nation.
The letter states that cultural features are
all outside cutblock boundaries and denied
the Stop Work Order request.
However, during surveys of the
cutblock, CHN crews found yew trees,
and five previously unidentified and
two erroneously disqualified Culturally
Modified Trees. The CHN sent a second
request for a Stop Work Order along with
this new information on October 18. The
Archaeology Branch responded again
on October 31 to say that it is reviewing
materials and that a further reply is
forthcoming.
Cedar Overharvesting
BCTS has been targeting areas that
contain high amounts of cedar, especially
in areas close to Islands communities.
For years Haida Gwaii has suffered from
cedar overharvesting, which threatens the
long-term economic and cultural stability
of Islands communities. The cutblocks in
Tlaga Gaawtlaas area are in an old growth
forest comprised of over 70% cedar.
Respectful Relationships
For decades, the Haida Nation has
shown commitment to forging respectful
relationships with governments, partners,
and neighbours. The CHN has been
developing processes for shared decisionmaking and management of the lands and
waters and has engaged in reconciliation
in good faith.
Continual disregard for Haida authority
and a lack of concern for Islands citizens
generally has resulted in the withdrawal
of BCTS’ social license and culminated in
House of Assembly Resolution 2017-43
to remove BCTS from operating on Haida
Gwaii.
Alongside Old Massett Village Council
and Skidegate Band Council, CHN is
committed to safeguarding the Tlaga
Gaawtlaas area and finding a resolution to
this issue. Real time updates are available
online, subscribe to the CHN’s e-list at
< haidanation.ca >

Practicing Art and Protecting Cedar

Through the Haida Nation’s title and jurisdiction to Haida Gwaii, the CHN develops,
reviews, and amends standards and protocol to safeguard lands and waters.
With this mandate, the Cultural Feature Identification (CFI) standards were first
published in 2010 to ensure the well-being of forests and health of cultural features
that contribute to Haida identity. Last year, the House of Assembly and Hereditary
Chiefs Council directed the Heritage and Natural Resources Committee (HNRC)
to review and amend the Monumental cedar classification criteria/standards to
ensure it best aligns with cultural practice and use and helps ensure the long-term
management of Monumental cedar. The Heritage and Natural Resource Department
(HNRD) administers the CFI program, including training, standards development, and
recording significant cultural features. The amended CFI manual helps to reduce
subjectivity in classifying Monumental cedar.
After consultation with carvers, fallers, CFI surveyors and the HNRC, the changes
were announced at the 2018 HoA and launched in October of this year. The updated
CFI manual is available online at < haidanation.com > select Programs > Heritage &
Natural Resources > Documents)

This article includes select words in Xaad kil. The vocabulary chart on pages 26-27 includes translations in Xaayda kil.
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TANG.GWAN SIIWAAY KUUYADA DII (Xaayda kil) • SIIGEE TLA KAGANDANGS (Xaad kil)
PROTECTING THE OCEAN

T

he Council of the Haida Nation is
collaborating with the federal and
provincial governments to protect and
manage the ocean in Haida territorial
waters. One of these initiatives plans for
a Marine Protected Area (MPA) network
in the Northern Shelf Bioregion, an
area that runs from northern Vancouver
Island, through the central and north
coast, and here to Haida Gwaii. The
planning process includes government-togovernment engagement between federal
and provincial bodies and Indigenous
Nations, and consultation and information
exchanges with marine users and coastal
communities.
The Haida Gwaii portion of the current
draft MPA network is built on Haida
marine plans and marine protected areas,
including Gwaii Haanas and the foreshore
components of the 11 Haida Heritage Sites
that the Province of BC recognizes as
Conservancies; five Haida Heritage Sites
that the Province of BC recognizes as
Ecological Reserves; two Haida Heritage
Sites that the Province of BC recognizes
as Provincial Parks; and Protection
Management Zones identified in the Haida
Gwaii Marine Plan.
CHN’s Marine Planning team is
currently talking with members of the
Haida Marine Work Group, the Haida
Oceans Leadership Committee, and Haida
fishermen about the draft MPA Network
Scenario, in addition to continuing to
engage with the Haida Gwaii Integrated
Advisory Committee. This will ensure
Haida citizens can contribute to and shape
the MPA Network design. The CHN

is aiming to engage more with Haida
citizens about the draft MPA Network
Scenario in Fall 2020. Stay tuned for more
opportunities to get involved.
Haida Gwaii Integrated Advisory
Committee
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Captain Gold
Lindsey Doerksen
Grant Dovey
Jim McIsaac
Scott Wallace
Barrett Johnson
Leandre Vigneault
John McCulloch
Doug Daugert
Mike McGuire

The HG IAC consists of Haida Marine
Knowledge holders, marine transportation
experts, commercial and recreational
fishing interests, conservation, tourism,
and Western science perspectives. The
IAC will be inviting applications for new
members soon – stay tuned for updates at
< haidanation.ca >
Haida Marine Work Group
COUNCIL OF THE HAIDA NATION
Kung Xangajii Shawn Cowpar, Kaad
Giidee Robert Bennett, Alfred Setso
Alternate: Kii’iljuus Barbara Wilson
HEREDITARY CHIEFS COUNCIL
Gaahlaay Lonnie Young, Sgaann
7iw7waans Allan Wilson
Alternate: Wiigaanad Sidney Crosby
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OLD MASSETT VILLAGE COUNCIL
Ross (John) Parnell
Alternate: Harold Yeltatzie
SKIDEGATE BAND COUNCIL
Nang Kilslas Trent Moraes
Alternate: Naajuuwa Michelle “Missy”
McDonald
Haida Citizens
Michael McGuire, Gwiisihlgaa Daniel
McNeill
Alternates: Captain Gold, Willie Davies
Haida Oceans Leadership
Committee
COUNCIL OF THE HAIDA NATION
President Gaagwiis Jason Alsop
Vice President Ginn wadluu un uula
isdaa ayaagang Trevor Russ
Alternates: GidadGuudsliiyas Kim
Goetzinger, Kii’iljuus Barbara Wilson
HEREDITARY CHIEFS COUNCIL
Gya awhlans Roy Collison
Alternate: Gaahlaay Lonnie Young
OLD MASSETT VILLAGE COUNCIL
Ross (John) Parnell
Alternate: Harold Yeltatzie
SKIDEGATE BAND COUNCIL
Nang Kilslas Trent Moraes
Alternate: Naajuuwa Michelle “Missy”
McDonald
HAIDA CITIZEN
Michael McGuire
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You’re invited to a

COMMUNITY DINNER
Marine Shipping & Safety
HlGaagilda Skidegate

Gaw Tlagee Old Massett

Naagudgiikyagangs Community Hall
Monday, December 16, 2019
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Chiixuu tll iinaasdll Nurturing Seafood to Grow

Graham Richard

Photo: Joe Crawford

K

elp forests have provided for as long
as can be remembered. These rich
and beautiful ecosystems are thick with
a diversity of life and protect vulnerable,
young fish as they grow. Kelp forests
create places for animals to live, provide
food for them to eat, and slow waves and
currents to make life easier for so many
species.
For millennia, humans lived in natural
balance with this place. This started to
change in the 1800s when the international
market for kuu sea otter pelts grew.
Eventually native kuu were extirpated.
In their absence guuding.ngaay Red
sea urchin, styuu Green sea urchin, and
daws styuu Purple sea urchin grew
overabundant and consumed the expansive
kelp forests that once covered Haida
Gwaii’s coasts.
Today young herring, salmon, cod,
and flatfish must take sanctuary in what
scattered hlkyama Bull kelp, ngaal
Giant kelp, and ngaal gaa’an Brown
kelp remains. Vast, three-dimensional
ecosystems crammed full of giant algae,
sometimes 10-meters long, turn to barrens.
Without places to grow, unhindered
currents sweep away the planktonic young

of all species.
To address this problem a partnership
of organizations began researching this
imbalance at Gaysiigas Kun Calm Ocean
Point, the northeastern-most point of
Gaysiigas Gwaay Murchison Island. They
aimed to test whether they could restore
kelp forests by removing guuding.ngaay,
just like kuu would. Haida Fisheries
Program divers and a commercial fishing
crew removed over 75% of guuding.ngaay
from about one kilometre of shoreline
in autumn 2018. Later, in spring 2019,
five vessels and crew set out to harvest
as much guuding.ngaay as possible
over three kilometres of shoreline at
Gaysiigas Kun. The partners distributed
guuding.ngaay in communities, at local
events, and to food programs over the
course of the project.
When restoration began, guuding.ngaay
had overrun Gaysiigas Kun and were so
overabundant that very little else could
grow. Kelp grew in a narrow, shallow
fringe right at the low tide mark. Overgrazing had reduced the once-bountiful
area to just ten stipes of kelp on the
shallowest area of the restoration site.
However, after restoration kelp forests

have bounced back incredibly quickly.
Hundreds of hlkyama grow in areas of all
depths, some ten-metres long with thicker
stipes. In more sheltered locations small
groves of perennial ngaal have returned
and grow to over three metres tall.
This remarkable transformation has
created more habitat for abalone and
nearshore fishes, improved shoreline
protection, and increased marine nutrients
overall. Scientists expect that it is very
likely iinang herring will also benefit
from better spawning and rearing areas.
Ngaal and hlkyama are two of their
favourite places to lay eggs.
If the partners can keep guuding.ngaay
at bay, then Haida citizens can also expect
to see the return of a biologically diverse
community of seaweeds in the coming
years.
Chiixuu tll iinaasdll is providing
additional benefits as program partners
bring additional skills and local training.
For example, Hakai Institute’s scientific
divers have been training local divers
through the Haida Fisheries Program.

Chiixuu tll iinaasdll Project
partners include:
Council of the Haida Nation,
Gwaii Haanas, Haida Fisheries
Program, Parks Canada Agency,
Fisheries and Oceans Canada,
Pacific Urchin Harvesters
Association, Hakai Institute,
Tula Foundation, Florida State
University, University of Oregon,
University of British Columbia, and
University of New Brunswick.

This article includes select words in Xaayda kil. The vocabulary chart on pages 26-27 includes translations in Xaad kil.
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Haida Writes

My First Solo

Erika Yahgujaanas
The illustrated children’s
story takes place on the
land at T’aalan Stl’ang
Rediscovery camp.
The story is about the
preparations for a solo
night on the land and
how this experience has
influenced Gaadguus
Erika Yahgujaanas’ life
experiences. Today, she
uses the lessons gained
at T’alaan Stl’ang for
her advocacy work and
to relay the importance
of Haida culture for
youth and her children.

Rhonda Lee McIsaac

C

ontinuing with oral narratives and story-telling
traditions, Haida writers have been contributing to
Indigenous literature in many genres over many decades.
Here is a small list of kuugin guu gina k’aalang.ngas
books for your kuugin king dii reading pleasure. In these
literary creations you will find educational lessons, Haida
history, powerful stories of reclamation, respectful acts of
reconciliation and decolonization methods, all founded in
the beauty of Haida Gwaii. Go ahead, be a bookworm this
winter and kuugin king read the cold days away with these
fantastic stories!
This list is not comprehensive – there are many more
books, articles, chapters, and pieces available online and
on store shelves. This article is the first in a short series that
profiles and celebrates the many authors who contribute to
sharing knowledge and bringing Haida lifeways to readers.

Gaadguus is an activist, language learner, mother, and local food advocate.
She teaches and learns Xaayda kil and combines all of her interests and
passions to a variety of on-Islands programs.

Indigenous Repatriation Handbook

Potlatch as Pedagogy: Learning Through Ceremony

Jisgang Nika Collison, Sdaahl K’awaas Lucy Bell, Lou-ann Neel

Robert Davidson and Sara Florence Davidson

This groundbreaking
handbook is produced by and
for Indigenous communities
and museums working
towards repatriation. The
seven-part chapter book is
the most current account of
repatriation practices and
experiences across BC. Each
chapter can be read alone
for educational purposes
and quick reference, and
subsequent chapters add to the
journey towards a successful
repatriation process. The
Haida Repatriation journey
has been successful and is used as a case study at the end of this
book. As a living document, the authors are sure to note that this
will evolve as repatriation practices change.

The Haida potlatch system
of governance and cultural
education has survived
colonial attempts at
assimilation, oppression,
and denial of culture and
language through legislative
means. Father-daughter
duo collaborate to share
the importance and power
of the Haida potlatch
ceremony as a way of life
and as an educational tool for
generations to come. Guud
San Glans Robert Davidson
credits those who shared their knowledge with him and passes
this knowledge to his daughter, family, and Haida communities.
This book is part autobiographical research and lived
experiences. Merged together, Potlatch as Pedagogy produces a
new way of learning and marrying Haida culture and traditions
into the modern field of education and teaching practices.

Jisgang is the Executive Director and curator at the Saahlinda Naay Haida
Gwaii Museum at Kay Llnagaay. She is involved in many local and cultural
programs, including the Repatriation Committee, Haida language, and the
Hltaaxuulang Gud ad K’aajuu dance group.

Guud San Glans’ passion to revive and perpetuate a variety of forms of
Haida cultural expression, including song, dance and ceremony, has fueled
his remarkable output throughout the years. He has been responsible among
other things for carving and raising the first totem pole in his hometown of
Massett in nearly 90 years when he was just 22 years old.

Sdaahl K’awaas is the head of the Indigenous Collections and Repatriation
Department at the Royal British Columbia Museum and one of the founders
of the Haida Gwaii Repatriation Committee.
Lou-ann Neel is a visual artist and long-time advocate for Indigenous artists
intellectual property rights and copyright. She is a repatriation specialist at
the Royal BC Museum.

SGaan jaadgu san glans Sara Florence Davidson is an academic researcher,
writer, teacher and advocate for educational success and opportunities for
youth and post-secondary students.
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Magical Beings of Haida Gwaii

Gifts from Raven
Kung Jaadee

In this beautifully
illustrated children’s
book Kung Jaadee
Roberta Kennedy shares
how Raven has placed
in each person a gift;
a special ability that
everybody must find
within and share with
the world. Gifts from
Raven could mean that
we are good at carving,
weaving, math, science
or anything else we
imagine.
Kung Jaadee is a Haida storyteller, writer, drummer, and teacher. She teaches
Xaad kil and uses her language in storytelling and drumming and singing in
her public performances at literary conferences and events on-Islands and
abroad.

Athlii Gwaii: Upholding Haida Law on Lyell Island
Edited by Jisgang Nika Collison

Making history is never
easy, but the Haida Nation
has many successes in
doing so, contributing to
drastic changes through
asserting authority,
proactive planning, and
ongoing negotiations.
In 1985, the Haida
Nation took a position
against industrial logging
practices and took a stand
at Athlii Gwaii declaring
the southern-portion of
the Islands Haida Heritage
Site. The attention that
Haida law garnered
was enormous. The world watched as Haida citizens, and most
prominently Elders, were arrested. With their unwavering belief
in Haida law, in culture, and in the responsibility to the land and
they stood firm to the line. The designated Haida Heritage Site
was disputed by the BC and Canadian governments but in time
and through negotiations, the Haida protected the area under
Haida and federal law in the Gwaii Haanas Agreement. Title was
never agreed to, but the protection of the area was agreed upon
and logging stopped in this area.

Gid7ahl-Gudsllaay Lalaxaaygans Terri-Lynn WilliamsDavidson and Sara Florence Davidson
Ancient Haida narratives
empower youth to live in
harmony with nature. This
64-page illustrated hardcover
book shares ten culturally
important ancient stories of
Supernatural Beings as they
relate to the land, sea, and sky
and inspire youth to find the
balance in their lives and with
the natural world.
Gid7ahl-Gudsllaay Lalaxaaygans
is a lawyer known for her practice
in indigenous environmental law,
activist, musician, artist, and keeper
of traditions, and author. Her
book Out of Concealment: Female
Supernatural Beings of Haida Gwaii
(2017) is showcased in beautiful photographs of various female Supernatural
Beings important to Haida culture, land and sea.

Carpe Fin

Michael Nicoll Yahgulanaas
Carpe, a carpenter by trade,
finds himself stranded on
a rock in the middle of
the ocean after a hunting
party abandons him. His
life becomes not his own in
this new environment and
comes face to face with The
Lord of the Rock. Carpe
must make amends as he
faces life, death, retribution
and the world of animals.
Carpe Fin is a prequel to
Red: A Haida Manga (2009); an award-winning book that tells
the story of how Carpe builds a giant mechanical whale and ends
up stranded on a rock.
Michael Nicoll Yahgulanaas is an award-winning visual contemporary
artist, author and professional speaker. Influenced by both the tradition of
Haida iconography and contemporary Asian visual culture, Yahgulanaas has
created a practice that is celebrated for its vitality, relevancy and originality.

Jisgang was only 14 years old when this event took place. She curates this
powerful political event and strong cultural time through the experiences,
memories and facts remembered by 40 authors in this seminal hardcover
book.

This article includes select words in Xaayda kil. The
vocabulary chart on pages 26-27 includes translations in
Xaad kil.
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XAAD KIL

XAAYDA KIL

Hlgit’un Kungaas

Sk’aagii Kung

Kalga Kungaas

‘WaahlGahl Kung

Skusang Kungaas

Taan ChaaGan K’aadii Kung

Taadaa Kungaas

T’aaGaaw Kung

September - Goose Month
October - Ice Month
November - Root Month
December – Cold Month

September – Chum Salmon Month
October - Potlatch Month
November - Black Bear Hibernate Month
December – Snow Month

Rhonda Lee McIsaac

L

ooking out at the water from the
shoreline, black k’yaaluuwee Pelagic
cormorants stand against the shifting wind
patterns and heavy washes of waves. They
perch on the rocky outcroppings each year
in varying numbers. Southern breezes
shift to the North bringing colder air and
more southeast gales to Haida Gwaii.
Under rainy skies, thick fog rolls over the
landscape and down the inlet towards the
mountains soon to be dusted with snow.
Ducks and hlgit.un geese migrate
from the north to the south. Their flight
overhead is heard before they can be
seen. They gather on the slough, grassy
expanses, and on calm lakes and quiet
inlets. Silence is broken by their honks and
calls. Occasionally, a shot gun blast breaks
the cool air for a meal. Spent chum salmon
carcasses lay densely strewn in cold pools
along riverbeds and estuaries, the remains
returning to the earth to nourish life on
land. Late season taayii Coho salmon run
upriver sometimes in Skusang Kungaas.
Kal alder leaves fall from the canopy
blanketing the ground in decaying mulch.
Stepping into the forest the canopy

overhead swings under the force of winds.
Branches slowly sway from green cedar,
sprays of spruce, delicate leafy green
spays of huckleberry bushes down to the
fading brown sword ferns. The last red
huckleberries cling waterlogged to their
faded green stems on bushes. The leaves
rest on wide faded thimbleberry bushes.
Tiny apples have frozen and turned to
sauce in their thick skins and hungry
ravens and eagles pluck at them enjoying
the last bounty of Kalga Kungaas.
In the villages, wood piles grow,
stacked high with dried yellow cedar and
hemlock for cozy home fires. The sight
of taan black bear lessens as they set
to hibernate having shared the bountiful
summer berries. Laundry lines are lonely
except for heavy water droplets hang.
Wind-blown washes of clams, cockles
and hlk’wiigee scallops speckle Northern
beaches after northeast storms.
Shrugging off the weather in Naan’s
kitchen, her handwritten recipe cards
come out. Local fruits and berries sourced
at secret spots and Labrador tea leaves
are set to be jarred for gifts or upcoming

feasts. Jewel coloured mason jars full of
greengage jam stand on counters freshly
pulled from pressure cookers. Freezers are
full with deer wrapped in brown butchers
paper and vacuum-packed xaguu halibut
and salmon will provide healthy meals
year-round.
Online weather warnings blaze red
across their screens as concerned citizens
get their yards and boats ready for gale
force winds and possible power outages
that comes with high winds and dropping
temperatures as fall sets in. Get ready,
winter will be here soon enough.
Family and clan members gather over
casual and cozy dinners full of long
conversations about family and history to
learn about the old ways. Adults quietly
mull over hot dark tea and hand out baked
sweet treats to eager outstretched hands.
Colourful sunsets quickly fade to black
and moonlit skies. We settle comfortably
under blankets knowing that this season
of darkness will pass, but for now, we
succumb to rest and absorb the knowledge
and quality time that winter invites.

This article includes select words in Xaad kil. The vocabulary chart on pages 26-27 includes translations in Xaayda kil.
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FROM OUR HOUSE TO YOURS,
THE COUNCIL OF THE HAIDA NATION
WISHES ALL A WARM, SAFE AND FULFILLING SEASON.

Haida Language Edition

Summer 2019

haidanation.ca

Facebook

GREAT GRATITUDE FROM HAIDA LAAS!

The Communications Team is incredibly grateful to the Xaad • Xaayda kil speakers and learners who support this publication. They
make a huge contribution to every issue and help to advise and review our work to make sure we have Haida language in CHN media.
Haw’aa • haawa to the following people, businesses, and organizations for distributing the Haida Laas this year!
Gaw Tlagee Old Massett • Samuels Store, Old Massett Village Council,
Marine Planning, Chief Matthew’s School, Council of the Haida Nation
Masset • Delmas Co-op, Masset Grocery, Sunrise Café, Sushi
Yokohama, Village of Masset Office, The Ground Café, Causeway
Convenience, Masset Vancouver Island Regional Library, Community
Futures, Northern Haida Gwaii Hospital
Gaamadiis Port Clements • Bayview Market, Port Clements Village
Office, Port Clements Vancouver Island Regional Library, Angela’s
Place, Port Clements Elementary School
Tll.aal Tlell • Crow’s Nest, Sitka Studio

Daajiing Giids Queen Charlotte • Village of Queen Charlotte Office,
Visitor Centre, Isabel Creek, Queen B’s, Funk It, Ministry of Forests and
Lands, QCC Dental Clinic, Queen Charlotte Vancouver Island Regional
Library, School District 50 Office, Xaayda Gwaay Ngaaysdll Naay,
GidGalang Kuuyas Naay
K’il Kun Sandspit • SuperValu, Sandspit Vancouver Island Regional
Library, Sandspit Visitor Centre, Moresby Island Management
Committee, Sandspit Post Office, Moresby Explorers
Kxeen Prince Rupert • Pansy Collison, Eddie’s News
T’agwan Vancouver • Indian Society of Vancouver, Bill Reid Gallery,
Lois Rullin

HlGaagilda Skidegate • Gwaii Co-op, Skidegate Band Office, Skidegate
Health Centre, Jags Beanstalk, Gwaii Haanas, Haida Heritage Centre,
Alaska • Hydaburg Cooperative Association, Organized Village of
Sk’aadgaa Naay Elementary School
Kasaan, Alaska State Library, Institute of American Indian Arts

If you would like to start distributing Haida Laas abroad or on Island, contact us by email or phone: < info@haidanation.com > 1.877.559.4468
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HAIDA GWAII
MANAGEMENT COUNCIL
Notice of

PUBLIC REVIEW PERIOD
The Annual Allowable Cut Determination Public Review Period is now open
and runs until January 14, 2020.
The Review Period is to solicit feedback from individuals, communities, licensees, and other interested parties
on any matter related to the information in the documents listed below, which along with your feedback, will form
the basis for the HGMC determination of the AAC. The information package contains the material that the HGMC
will consider in making their determination.
.

The information package can be downloaded at:
haidagwaiimanagementcouncil.ca, or picked up at either
Council of the Haida Nation ofﬁce.

The information package contains:
1

Haida Gwaii Timber Supply Review
Public Discussion Paper

for managing and protecting ecological, cultural and
traditional values, such as monumental cedar, and Northern
Goshawk habitat.

This paper presents an overview of the responsibilities of
the Haida Gwaii Management Council in determining the
allowable annual cut for Haida Gwaii, and a summary of
information on the timber supply, social and economic
factors, and forest management issues that the Council will
need to review in determining the allowable annual cut.

2

3 Social and Economic Analysis

This analysis looks at the social and economic dimensions of
the Haida Gwaii’s forest sector over the last ten years. It also
looks at issues that are likely to be important in the future.

4 Haida Gwaii Timber Supply Review Data Package

Haida Gwaii Timber Supply Review Analysis Report

and Appendices

This report details the results from the analysis that will
support the allowable annual cut determination. It details
the inputs used in the analysis for assessing how land use
and management on Haida Gwaii, including protected
areas and the Haida Gwaii Land Use Objectives Order,
affect timber supply. The Order includes requirements

This package contains descriptions of the technical data and
modeling approaches used for the timber supply analysis. The
data package provides information on land base and forest
classiﬁcation; forest productivity, growth and yield; and
management objectives and requirements for all forest values.

Upon closing of the review period (January 14, 2020), a summary of feedback will be produced
and next steps announced regarding the Allowable Annual Cut determination.

If you have questions or require more information, please contact,
admin@haidagwaiimanagmentcouncil.ca or 250 626 6058
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